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- Heather Mills in Evil NLF-friendships -

21 september 2008

Heather,
I think you are trying to categorize your psychose-bubbles on the Web.
But you need 1 or 2 years!
And the longer it takes before Paul 'can level with civilians who are too poor & war-victums',
the longer it will take you to rebuild your life.
I want you to send the Holy Queen Sea to an English school.
You and Paul have to live in the same villlage, so your daughter can travel between 'homes'.
One day she will be fed up with all the butlers, nannies, too many houses, too many friends....
First
Ask Paul to go back to court for a new divorce-verdict.
He must give you 'freedom to talk about family-life'. Compagny-policies have to stay confidential.
Did you pay ALL your bills, for EQ-security?
Second
I need to know what your relationship with the mcCane-family is.
Did Paul send you my email about the missing girl Madeleine mcCane & my relationship with Portugal?
Its published on my site.
Heather, you may not be friends with the mcCanes as long as you can't categorize your own bubbles.
Because the Evil part inside yourself is so strong, you have the habit to close Evil-friendships.
Meaning: you can't see Good from Wrong in a personality, can't build Good on the long-distance track.
Neither can Paul....
He can't accept that he's part of war-builders-system that causes terrorism.
I don't expect you to accept it, now there are too many bubbles in the war-makers-business too.
You have to deal with you personality-bounded bubbles first, the war-makers-system later.
Nancy is not going to push him aside, but thats what he needs. NO SEX for at least a year.
It will make his EQ grow....
Good luck,
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